HammerHeads Rube Goldberg

Memorandum
To: Professor Lonny Grafman
From: Bryce Jackson
Rube Goldberg Team Assessment
CC: N/A

This memorandum will discuss the quality, participation, and overall
effectiveness of me and my teammates in completing our Rube Goldberg
project as a collaborative group.

Reed Crane
Grade: A
Reed was superb teammate. Providing the group with a place to work, Reed
hosted all team meeting and build days at his house. Reed also supplied the
group with his tool, and facilitated most of the use of said tools. He was a blast
to be around, made group members laugh, and even ordered us pizza after a
night of hard work.

Jiovanna Garcia
Grade: A
Jovi was, like everyone else on the team, a huge part of the overall project
enjoyment. Jovi facilitated much of the awesome design of the project. This was
particularly valuable to the group because we won the most spirited project.
Jiovanna not only made our project presentable, but she also kept things
realistic and we would not have been able to complete the project without her.
She is also extremely swaggy once you get to know her.

Brendan Briton
Grade: A
Brendan also deserves an A grade because he is simply a man to get it done.
Being the only other person in the group with sufficient building experience,

Brendan also did quite a lot of building. The group would be going about putting
components together and mention a slight alteration we would need to make.
Brendan was also the one to just get it done without asking or confirmation; it
was just done. It was awesome to have a teammate like him. He also laughed at
my jokes (great boost of team moral).

Bryce Jackson (myself)
Grade: A
I do believe that I also deserve an A as team grade for this project. I did a lot of
contributing the team. One thing that I noticed, was that we lacked a surplus of
ideas, and I contributed many of the ideas that were implemented. I thought of
the majority of the steps in the project. Aside from my contributions as a
thinker, I (surprisingly) aided as a planner. If things were moving slow I
encouraged the team to jump in, or I encouraged us to think ideas our fully and
how they would transition into real life and then into our project. Not, to
mention I brought my hommies some donuts as a project snack. Oh… and
because Jovi is vegan I even got her Oreos because she couldn’t partake in the
donuts.
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